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Chapter 393  

 

After KS World Hotel lost the cooperation with Ada Wang, Bethany dressed up meticulously the next day 

and went to the presidential  

 

suite of the Salvador Hotel to meet Ada Wang in the afternoon.  

 

Ada was not surprised by Bethany’s visit and was contemptuous of Bethany.  

 

After all, Ada felt that Bethany could not hold a candle to Bella in all aspects. Her clothing preference, 

temperament, and intellect were far lacking compared to Bella.  

 

If Bethany had not been the daughter of Salvador Corporation’s chairman, Ada would not have any 

affiliation with such a superficial woman.  

 

“Ms. Wang, KS World Hotel has breached the contract and hindered your wedding planning. I was very 

anxious on your behalf when I heard about this matter. I think that KS Group handled it too hastily. It’s 

unprofessional to expose a customer’s information. This behavior should be condemned and made an 

example of in the industry.”  

 

Bethany insulted the KS World Hotel, completely unaware that Ada Wang’s expression had turned glum. 

“If you had chosen the Salvador Hotel, these things would never have happened.”  

 

“Ms. Salvador, are you implying that I’m not farsighted enough to pick your hotel?” Ada Wang sipped on 

a cup of black tea and asked with a  

 

pretentious smile.  

 

“I… I didn’t mean that.” Bethany’s face froze,  

 



“Ms. Salvador, you should understand one thing. Although I will no longer cooperate with the KS World 

Hotel, it does not mean that the Salvador Hotel is my only option. Ms. Thompson is an excellent 

manager, and there may be another reason behind KS World Hotel  

 

breaching the contract. It’s still unclear whether they have been framed by a competitor.”  

 

Bethany’s heart twitched after hearing this.  

 

She felt attacked.  

 

“But didn’t you eventually cancel your cooperation with KS World Hotel?”  

 

“That’s because we have signed a contract and must abide by the terms of the contract.”  

 

Ada Wang curled her lips indifferently. “One shouldn’t badmouth others behind their back. Ms. 

Salvador, you’re a well-groomed young lady, so you should understand this principle. What’s more, the 

dignified Salvador Corporation should not need to belittle their  

 

opponents to promote themselves.”  

 

Bethany’s expression froze with embarrassment. She felt like she  

 

was sitting on pins and needles.  

 

She thought that Ada was on bad terms with Bella because of the  

 

leaked wedding setup photos. She did not expect Ada to actually  

 

defend Bella. Was she bewitched by Bella? Or was she possessed?  

 



“Ms. Wang, your wedding is just around the corner. It will definitely be  

 

too late to change to another hotel or make new plans.”  

 

Bethany knew that she had gotten a little carried away just now, so  
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she quickly regained composure and humbled herself. “If you choose our hotel, you can still keep your 

wedding date. We will arrange the venue for you right away and complete it on time!”  

 

“I can cooperate with the Salvador Hotel, but I have a condition.”  

 

Ada Wang flipped her short hair nonchalantly. “I want Mr. Justin Salvador to personally handle the 

whole wedding. I only trust him.”  

 

Bethany left the hotel angrily.  

 

Thinking of Ada’s words, “I only trust Mr. Salvador”, Bethany felt seriously offended. This was a personal 

insult to her.  

 

She really wanted to check to see if Ada was possessed by Bella. Why else would Ada show her such 

animosity?  

 

“Mom! What do you think I should do now?!” Bethany called Shannon with a sad tone.  

 

“That actress thinks that she’s a big deal? How dare she ignore my precious daughter? I hope her 

marriage doesn’t last long!”  

 

Shannon was also furious. She said in a cold tone, “Go and beg your dad to put pressure on that bastard. 

For the sake of the hotel, Justin will definitely come forward to solve the problem.”  



 

*  

 

Bethany followed her mother’s instructions and rushed to Salvador Corporation in a hurry.  

 

In the chairman’s office, Bethany leaned against Gregory and cried,  
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complaining about the cold shoulder she received from Ada Wang  

 

today.  

 

“Bethany, you’re too naive and well protected by me and your mother.  

 

How could you know that the world is a cold and cruel place?”  

 

Gregory kneaded the back of his daughter’s neck in comfort and felt  

 

distressed. “You are new to this, so you need to gain some  

 

experience. Just take this as a little feedback. Next time, you have to  

 

understand that your expressions and eyes are a reflection of your  

 

heart.” 


